Sets of lexical items sharing a significant aspect of their meaning (concepts) are fundamental in linguistics and NLP. Manual concept compilation is labor intensive, error prone and subjective. We present a web-based concept extension algorithm. Given a set of terms specifying a concept in some language, we translate them to a wide range of intermediate languages, disambiguate the translations using web counts, and discover additional concept terms using symmetric patterns. We then translate the discovered terms back into the original language, score them, and extend the original concept by adding backtranslations having high scores. We evaluate our method in 3 source languages and 45 intermediate languages, using both human judgments and WordNet. In all cases, our cross-lingual algorithm significantly improves high quality concept extension.
Introduction
A concept (or lexical category) is a set of lexical items sharing a significant aspect of their meanings (e.g., types of food, tool names, etc). Concepts are fundamental in linguistics and NLP, in thesauri, dictionaries, and various applications such as textual entailment and question answering.
Great efforts have been invested in manual preparation of concept resources such as WordNet (WN). However, manual preparation is labor intensive, which means it is both costly and slow to update. Applications needing data on some very specific domain or on a recent news-related event may find such resources lacking. In addition, manual preparation is error-prone and susceptible to subjective concept membership decisions, frequently resulting in concepts whose terms do not belong to the same level of granularity 1 . As a result, there is a need to find methods for automatic improvement of concept coverage and quality.
The web is a huge up-to-date corpus covering many domains, so using it for concept extension has the potential to address the above problems. The majority of web pages are written in a few salient languages, hence most of the web-based information retrieval studies are done on these languages. However, due to the substantial growth of the multilingual web 2 , languages in which concept terms are expressed in the most precise manner frequently do not match the language where information is needed. Moreover, representations of the same concept in different languages may complement each other.
In order to benefit from such cross-lingual information, concept acquisition systems should be able to gather concept terms from many available languages and convert them to the desired language. In this paper we present such an algorithm. Given a set of words specifying a concept in some source language, we translate them to a range of intermediate languages and disambiguate the translations using web counts. Then we discover additional concept terms using symmetric patterns and translate the discovered terms back into the original language. Finally we score the backtranslations using their intermediate languages ' properties, and extend the original concept by adding back-translations having high scores. The only language-specific resource required by the algorithm are multilingual dictionaries, and its processing times are very modest.
We performed thorough evaluation for 24 concepts in 3 source languages (Hebrew, English and Russian) and 45 intermediate languages. Concept definitions were taken from existing WordNet subtrees, and the obtained new terms were manually scored by human judges. In all cases we have significantly extended the original concept set with high precision. We have also performed a fully automatic evaluation with 150 concepts, showing that the algorithm can re-discover WN concepts with high precision and recall when given only partial lists as input.
Section 2 discusses related work, Section 3 details the algorithm, Section 4 describes the evaluation protocol and Section 5 presents our results.
Related work
One of the main goals of this paper is the extension or automated creation of lexical databases such as WN. Due to the importance of WN for NLP tasks, substantial research was done on direct or indirect automated extension of the English WN (e.g., (Snow et al., 2006) ) or WN in other languages (e.g., (Vintar and Fišer, 2008) ). The majority of this research was done on extending the tree structure (finding new synsets (Snow et al., 2006) or enriching WN with new relationships (Cuadros and Rigau, 2008) ) rather than improving the quality of existing concept/synset nodes. Other related studies develop concept acquisition frameworks for on-demand tasks where concepts are defined by user-provided seeds or patterns (Etzioni et al., 2005; Davidov et al., 2007) , or for fully unsupervised database creation where concepts are discovered from scratch (Banko et al., 2007; Davidov and Rappoport, 2006) . Some papers directly target specific applications, and build lexical resources as a side effect. Named Entity Recognition can be viewed as an instance of the concept acquisition problem where the desired concepts contain words that are names of entities of a particular kind, as done in (Freitag, 2004 ) using co-clustering and in (Etzioni et al., 2005) using predefined pattern types.
The two main algorithmic approaches to the problem are pattern-based concept discovery and clustering of context feature vectors. The latter approach represents word contexts as vectors in some space and uses similarity measures and automatic clustering in that space (Deerwester et al., 1990) . Pereira et al.(1993) , Curran and Moens (2002) and Lin (1998) use syntactic features in the vector definition. Pantel and Lin (2002) improves on the latter by clustering by committee. Caraballo (1999) uses conjunction and appositive annotations in the vector representation. While great effort has been made for improving the computational complexity of these methods (Gorman and Curran, 2006) , they still remain data and computation intensive.
The second major algorithmic approach is to use lexico-syntactic patterns. Patterns have been shown to produce more accurate results than feature vectors, at a lower computational cost on large corpora (Pantel et al., 2004) . In concept acquisition, pattern-based methods were shown to outperform LSA by a large margin (Widdows and Dorow, 2002) . Since (Hearst, 1992) , who used a manually prepared set of initial lexical patterns in order to acquire relationships, numerous patternbased methods have been proposed for the discovery of concepts from seeds (Pantel et al., 2004; Davidov et al., 2007; Pasca et al., 2006) . Most of these studies were done for English, while some show the applicability of their methods to other languages, including Greek, Czech, Slovene and French.
Most of these papers attempt to discover concepts from data available in some specific language. Recently several studies have proposed to utilize a second language or several specified languages in order to extract or extend concepts (Vintar and Fišer, 2008; van der Plas and Tiedemann, 2006) or paraphrases (Bosma and Callison-Burch, 2007) . However, these methods usually require the availability of parallel corpora, which limits their usefulness. Most of these methods utilize distributional measures, hence they do not possess the advantages of the pattern-based framework.
Unlike in the majority of recent studies, where the framework is designed with specific languages in mind, in our task, in order to take advantage of information from diverse languages, the algorithm should be able to deal well with a wide variety of possible intermediate languages without any manual adaptations. Relying solely on multilingual dictionaries and the web, our algorithm should be able to discover language-specific patterns and concept terms. While some of the proposed frameworks could potentially be languageindependent, little research has been done to confirm this. There are a few obstacles that may hinder applying common pattern-based methods to other languages. Many studies utilize parsing or POS tagging, which frequently depend on the availability and quality of language-specific tools. Some studies specify seed patterns in advance, and it is not clear whether translated patterns can work well on different languages. Also, the absence of clear word segmentation in some languages (e.g., Chinese) can make many methods inapplicable.
A few recently proposed concept acquisition methods require only a handful of seed words and no pattern pre-specification (Davidov et al., 2007; Pasca and Van Durme, 2008) . While these studies avoid some of the obstacles above, it still remains open whether such methods are indeed languageindependent. In the translation to intermediate languages part of our framework, we adapt the algorithms in (Davidov and Rappoport, 2006; Davidov et al., 2007) to suit diverse languages (including ones without explicit word segmentation). We also develop a method for efficient automated disambiguation and translation of terms to and from any available intermediate language.
Our study is related to cross-language information retrieval (CLIR/CLEF) frameworks. Both deal with information extracted from a set of languages. However, the majority of CLIR studies pursue different targets. One of the main CLIR goals is the retrieval of documents based on explicit queries, when the document language is not the query language (Volk and Buitelaar, 2002) . These frameworks usually develop language-specific tools and algorithms including parsers and taggers in order to integrate multilingual queries and documents (Jagarlamudi and Kumaran, 2007) . Our goal is to develop a languageindependent method using cross-lingual information, for the extension and improvement of concepts rather than the retrieval of documents. Besides, unlike in many CLIR frameworks, intermediate languages are not specified in advance and the language of requested data is the same as the language of request, while available information may be found in many different intermediate languages.
The Algorithm
Our algorithm is comprised of the following stages: (1) given a set of words in a source language as a specification for some concept, we automatically translate them to a diverse set of intermediate languages, using multilingual dictionaries; (2) the translations are disambiguated using web counts; (3) for each language, we retrieve a set of web snippets where these translations coappear and apply a pattern-based concept extension algorithm for discovering additional terms; (4) we translate the discovered terms back to the source language, and disambiguate them; (5) we score the back-translated terms using data on their behavior in the intermediate languages, and merge the sets obtained from different languages into a single one, retaining terms whose score passes a certain threshold. Stages 1-3 of the algorithm have been described in (Davidov and Rappoport, 2009) , where the goal was to translate a concept given in one language to other languages. The framework presented here includes the new stages 4-5, and its goal and evaluation methods are completely different.
Concept specification and translation
We start from a set of words denoting a concept in a given source language. Thus we may use words like (apple, banana, ...) as the definition of the concept of fruit or (bear, wolf, fox, ...) as the definition of wild animals. In order to reduce noise, we limit the length (in words) of multiword expressions considered as terms. To calculate this limit for a language, we randomly take 100 terms from the appropriate dictionary and set a limit as Lim mwe = round(avg(length(w))) where length(w) is the number of words in term w. For languages like Chinese without inherent word segmentation, length(w) is the number of characters in w. While for many languages Lim mwe = 1, some languages like Vietnamese usually require two or more words to express terms.
Disambiguation of translated terms
One of the problems in utilization of multilingual information is ambiguity of translation. First, in order to apply the concept acquisition algorithm, at least some of the given concept terms must be automatically translated to each intermediate language. In order to avoid reliance on parallel corpora, which do not exist or are extremely small for most of our language pairs, we use bilingual dictionaries. Such dictionaries usually provide many translations, one or more for each sense, so this translation is inherently fuzzy. Second, once we acquire translated term lists for each intermediate language, we need to translate them back to the source language and such back-translations are also fuzzy. In both cases, we need to select the appropriate translation for each term.
While our desire would be to work with as many languages as possible, in practice, some or even most of the concept terms may be absent from the appropriate dictionary. Such concept terms are ignored.
One way to deal with ambiguity is by applying distributional methods, usually requiring a large single-language corpus or, more frequently, parallel corpora. However, such corpora are not readily available for many languages and domains. Extracting such statistical information on-demand is also computationally demanding, limiting its usability. Hence, we take a simple but effective query-based approach. This approach, while being powerful as we show in the evaluation, only relies on a few web queries and does not rely on any language-specific resources or data.
We use the conjecture that terms of the same concept tend to co-appear more frequently than ones belonging to different concepts 3 . Thus, we select a translation of a term co-appearing most frequently with some translation of a different term of the same concept. We estimate how well translations of different terms are connected to each other. Let C = {C i } be the given seed words for some concept. Let T r(C i , n) be the n-th available translation of word C i and Cnt(s) denote the web count of string s obtained by a search engine. We select a translation T r(C i ) according to:
We utilize the Y ahoo! "x * y","x * * y" wildcards that allow to count only co-appearances where x and y are separated by a single word or word pair. As a result, we obtain a set of disambiguated term translations. This method is used both in order to translate from the source language to each intermediate language and to backtranslate the newly discovered concept terms from the intermediate to the source language.
The number of queries in this stage depends on the ambiguity of the concept terms' translations. In order to decrease the amount of queries, if there are more than three possible senses we sort them by frequency 4 and take three senses with medium frequency. This allows us to skip the most ambiguous and rare senses without any significant effect on performance. Also, if the number of combina-3 Our results here support this conjecture. 4 Frequency is estimated by web count for a given word.
tions is still too high (>30), we randomly sample at most 30 of the possible combinations.
Pattern-based extension of concept terms in intermediate languages
We first mine the web for contexts containing the translations. Then we extract from the retrieved snippets contexts where translated terms co-appear, and detect patterns where they coappear symmetrically. Then we use the detected patterns to discover additional concept terms. In order to define word boundaries, for each language we manually specify boundary characters such as punctuation/space symbols. This data, along with dictionaries, is the only language-specific data in our framework.
Web mining for translation contexts. In order to get language-specific data, we need to restrict web mining each time to the processed intermediate language. This restriction is straightforward if the alphabet or term translations are languagespecific or if the search API supports restriction to this language 5 . In case where there are no such natural restrictions, we attempt to detect and add to our queries a few language-specific frequent words. Using our dictionaries, we find 1-3 of the 15 most frequent words in a desired language that are unique to that language, and we 'and' them with the queries to ensure proper language selection. This works well for almost all languages (Esperanto being a notable exception). For each pair A, B of disambiguated term translations, we construct and execute the following two queries: {"A * B", "B * A"} 6 . When we have 3 or more terms we also add {A B C D}-like conjunction queries which include 3-5 words. For languages with Lim mwe > 1, we also construct queries with several "*" wildcards between terms. For each query we collect snippets containing text fragments of web pages. Such snippets frequently include the search terms. Since Y ahoo! Boss allows retrieval of up to the 1000 first results (50 in each query), we collect several thousands snippets. For most of the intermediate languages, only a few dozen queries (40 on the average) are required to obtain sufficient data, and queries can be parallelized. Thus the relevant data can be downloaded in seconds. This makes our approach practical for on-demand retrieval or concept verification tasks.
Meta-patterns. Following (Davidov et al., 2007) , we seek symmetric patterns to retrieve concept terms. We use two meta-pattern types. First, a Two-Slot pattern type constructed as follows:
C i are slots for concept terms. We allow up to Lim mwe space-separated 7 words to be in a single slot. Infix may contain punctuation, spaces, and up to Lim mwe × 4 words. Prefix and Postfix are limited to contain punctuation characters and/or Lim mwe words.
Terms of the same concept frequently co-appear in lists. To utilize this, we introduce two additional List pattern types 8 :
Following (Widdows and Dorow, 2002) , we define a pattern graph. Nodes correspond to terms and patterns to edges. If term pair (w 1 , w 2 ) appears in pattern P , we add nodes N w 1 , N w 2 to the graph and a directed edge E P (N w 1 , N w 2 ) between them.
Symmetric patterns. We consider only symmetric patterns. We define a symmetric pattern as a pattern where some concept terms C i , C j appear both in left-to-right and right-toleft order. For example, if we consider the terms {apple, pineapple} we select a List pattern "(one C i , )+ and C n ." if we find both "one apple, one pineapple, one guava and orange." and "one watermelon, one pineapple and apple.". If no such patterns are found, we turn to a weaker definition, considering as symmetric those patterns where the same terms appear in the corpus in at least two different slots. Thus, we select a pattern "for C 1 and C 2 " if we see both "for apple and guava," and "for orange and apple,".
Retrieving concept terms. We collect terms in two stages. First, we obtain "high-quality" core terms and then we retrieve potentially more noisy ones. At the first stage we collect all terms 9 that 7 As before, for languages without space-based word separation Limmwe limits the number of characters instead.
8 (E)+ means one or more instances of E. 9 We do not consider as terms the 50 most frequent words.
are bidirectionally connected to at least two different original translations, and call them core concept terms C core . We also add the original ones as core terms. Then we detect the rest of the terms C rest that are connected to the core stronger than to the remaining words, as follows:
For the sake of simplicity, we do not attempt to discover more patterns/instances iteratively by requerying the web. If we have enough data, we use windowing to improve result quality. If we obtain more than 400 snippets for some concept, we divide the data into equal parts, each containing up to 400 snippets. We apply our algorithm independently to each part and select only the words that appear in more than one part.
Back-translation and disambiguation
At the concept acquisition phase of our framework we obtained sets of terms for each intermediate language, each set representing a concept. In order to be useful for the enhancement of the original concept, these terms are now back-translated to the source language. We disambiguate each backtranslated term using the process described in Section 3.2. Having sets of back-translated terms for each intermediate language, our goal is to combine these into a single set.
Scoring and merging the back translations
We do this merging using the following scoring strategy, assigning for each proposed term t in concept C the score S(t , C), and selecting terms with S(t , C) > H where H is a predefined threshold. Our scoring is based on the two following considerations. First, we assume that terms extracted from more languages tend to be less noisy and language-dependent. Second, we would like to favor languages with less resources for a given concept, since noise empirically appears to be less prominent in such languages 10 .
For language L and concept C = {t 1 . . . t k } we get a disambiguated set of translations {T r(t 1 , L) . . . T r(t k , L)}. We define relative lan-guage frequency by
) is a frequency of term's t i translation to language L estimated by the number of web hits. Thus languages in which translated concept terms appear more times will get higher relative frequency, potentially indicating a greater concept translation ambiguity. Now, for each new term t discovered through LN um(t ) different languages L 1 . . . L LN um(t ) we calculate a term score 11 S(t , C):
For each discovered term t , S(t , C) ∈ [0, LN um(t )], while discovery of t in less frequent languages will cause the score to be closer to LN um(t ). So terms appearing in a greater number of infrequent languages will get higher scores.
After the calculation of score for each proposed term, we retain terms whose scores are above the predefined threshold H. In our experiments we have used H = 3, usually meaning that acquisition of a term through 3-4 uncommon intermediate languages should be enough to accept it. The same score measure can also be used to filter out "bad" terms in an already existing concept.
Experimental Setup
We describe here the languages, concepts and dictionaries we used in our experiments.
Languages and concepts
One of the main goals in this research is to take advantage of concept data in every possible language. As intermediate languages, we used 45 languages including major west European languages like French or German, Slavic languages like Russian, Semitic languages as Hebrew and Arabic, and diverse Asian languages such as Chinese and Persian. To configure parameters we have used a set of 10 concepts in Russian as a development set. These concepts were not used in evaluation.
We examined a wide variety of concepts and for each of them we used all languages with available translations. Table 1 shows the resulting top 10 most utilized languages in our experiments. 11 In this expression i runs only on languages with term t hence the summation is not 1. We have used the English, Hebrew (Ordan and Winter, 2008) and Russian (Gelfenbeynand et al., 2003) WordNets as sources for concepts and for the automatic evaluation. Our concept set selection was based on English WN subtrees. To perform comparable experiments with Russian and Hebrew, we have selected the same subtrees in the Hebrew and Russian WN. Concept definitions given to human judges for evaluation were based on the corresponding WN glosses. For automated evaluation we selected 150 synsets/subtrees containing at least 10 single word terms (existing in all three tested languages).
For manual evaluation we used a subset of 24 of these concepts. In this subset we tried to select generic concepts manually, such that no domain expert knowledge was required to check their correctness. Ten of these concepts were identical to ones used in (Widdows and Dorow, 2002; Davidov and Rappoport, 2006) , which allowed us to compare our results to recent work in case of English. Table 2 shows these 10 concepts along with the sample terms. While the number of tested concepts is not very large, it provides a good indication for the quality of our approach. 
Multilingual dictionaries
We developed tools for automatic access to a number of dictionaries. We used Wikipedia crosslanguage links as our main source (> 60%) for offline translation. These links include translation of Wikipedia terms into dozens of languages. The main advantage of using Wikipedia is its wide coverage of concepts and languages. However, one problem it has is that it frequently encodes too specific senses and misses common ones (bear is translated as family Ursidae, missing its common "wild animal" sense). To overcome these difficulties, we also used Wiktionary and complemented these offline resources with automated queries to several (25) online dictionaries. We start with Wikipedia definitions, then Wiktionary, and then, if not found, we turn to online dictionaries.
Evaluation and Results
Potential applications of our framework include both the extension of existing lexical databases and the construction of new databases from a small set of seeds for each concept. Consequently, in our evaluation we aim to check both the ability to extend nearly complete concepts and the ability to discover most of the concept given a few seeds. Since in our current framework we extend a small subset of concepts rather than the whole database, we could not utilize application-based evaluation strategies such as performance in WSD tasks (Cuadros and Rigau, 2008) .
Human judgment evaluation
In order to check how well we can extend existing concepts, we count and verify the quality of new concept terms discovered by the algorithm given complete concepts from WN. Performing an automatic evaluation of such new terms is a challenging task, since there are no exhaustive term lists available. Thus, in order to check how well newly added terms fit the concept definition, we have to use human judges. We provided four human subjects with 24 lists of newly discovered terms, together with original concept definitions (written as descriptive natural language sentences) and asked them to rank (1-10, 10 being best) how well each of these terms fits the given definition. We have instructed judges to accept common misspellings and reject words that are too general/narrow for the provided definition.
We mixed the discovered terms with equal amounts of terms from three control sets: (1) terms from the original WN concept; (2) randomly selected WN terms; (3) terms obtained by applying the single-language concept acquisition algorithm described in Section 3.3 in the source language. Kappa inter-annotator agreement scores were above 0.6 for all tests below.
WordNet concept extension
The middle column of Table 3 shows the judge scores and average amount of added terms for each source language. In this case the algorithm was provided with complete term lists as concept definitions, and was requested to extend these lists. We can see that while the scores for original WN terms are not perfect (7/10), single-language and cross-lingual concept extension achieve nearly the same scores. However, the latter discovers many more new concept terms without reducing quality. The difference becomes more substantial for Hebrew, which is a resource-poor source language, heavily affecting the performance of single-language concept extension methods. The low ranks for WN reflect the ambiguity of definition of some of its classification subtrees. Thus, for the 'body part' concept defined in WordNet as "any part of an organism such as an organ or extremity" (which is not supposed to require domain-specific knowledge to identify) low scores were given (correctly) by judges to generic terms such as tissue, system, apparatus and process (process defined in WN as "a natural prolongation or projection from a part of an organism"), positioned in WN as direct hyponyms of body parts. Low scores were also given to very specific terms like "saddle" (posterior part of the back of a domestic fowl) or very ambiguous terms like "small" (the slender part of the back).
Seed-based concept extension
The rightmost column of Table 3 shows similar information to the middle column, but when only the three most frequent terms from the original WN concept were given as concept definitions. We can see that even given three words as seeds, the cross-lingual framework allows to discover many new terms. Surprisingly, terms extracted by the cross-lingual framework achieve significantly higher scores not only in comparison to the singlelanguage algorithm but also in comparison to existing WN terms. Thus while the "native" WN concept and single-language concept extension re-sults get a score of 7/10, terms obtained by the cross-lingual framework obtain an average score of nearly 9/10. This suggests that our cross-lingual framework can lead to better (from a human judgment point of view) assignment of terms to concepts, even in comparison to manual annotation. 
WordNet-based evaluation
While human judgment evaluation provides a good indication for the quality of our framework, it has severe limitations. Thus terms in many concepts require domain expertise to be properly labeled. We have complemented human judgment evaluation with automated WN-based evaluation with a greater (150) number of concepts. For each of the 150 concepts, we have applied our framework on a subset of the available terms, and estimated precision and recall of the resulting term list in comparison to the original WN term list. The evaluation protocol and metrics were very similar to (Davidov and Rappoport, 2006; Widdows and Dorow, 2002) which allowed us to do indirect comparison to previous work. Table 4 shows precision and recall for this task comparing single-language concept extension and the cross-lingual framework. We can see that in all cases, utilization of the latter greatly improves recall. It also significantly outperforms the single-language pattern-based method introduced by (Davidov and Rappoport, 2006) , which achieves average precision of 79.3 on a similar set in English (in comparison to 86.7 in this study). We can also see a decrease in precision when the algorithm is provided with 50% of the concept terms as input and had to discover the remaining 50%. However, careful examination of the results shows that this decrease is due to discovery of additional correct terms not present in WordNet. Table 4 : WordNet-based precision (P) and recall (R) for concept extension.
Contribution of each language
Each of the 45 languages we used influences the score of at least 5% of the discovered terms. However, it is not apparent if all languages are indeed beneficial or if only a handful of languages can be used. In order to check this point we have performed partial automated tests as described in Section 5.2, removing one language at a time. We also tried to remove random subsets of 2-3 languages, comparing them to removal of one of them. We saw that in each case removal of more languages caused a consistent (while sometimes minor) decrease both in precision and recall metrics. Thus, each language contributes to the system.
Discussion
We proposed a framework which given a set of terms defining a concept in some language, utilizes multilingual information available on the web in order to extend this list. This method allows to take advantage of web data in many languages, requiring only multilingual dictionaries. Our method was able to discover a substantially greater number of terms than state-of-the-art single language pattern-based concept extension methods, while retaining high precision. We also showed that concepts obtained by this method tend to be more coherent in comparison to corresponding concepts in WN, a manually prepared resource. Due to its relative language-independence and modest data requirements, this framework allows gathering required concept information from the web even if it is scattered among different and relatively uncommon or resource-poor languages.
